We propose an excitation method for the localization of photons at the apex of a metal coated axicon prism. The cone angle of the prism and the metallic film thickness are designed to match the excitation conditions for surface plasmons. The plasmons propagate along the sides of the prism and converge at its apex. The resulting nanofocusing was investigated by simulating the intensity distributions around the apex of the prism using a finite-difference time-domain algorithm. For incident radial polarization, a localized and field enhanced spot is generated by the constructive interference of surface plasmons.
Introduction
The localization of photons by local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is quite attractive for researchers as an approach to break through the diffraction limit of light [1] . It was proposed that a metallic probe tip localized photons at the tip apex by LSPR [2] . They have then been used as a nanometric light source for near-field scanning optical microscopy [3, 4] . A gold colloidal monolayer has been employed as an optical sensor because LSPR is sensitive to the thickness and the refractive index of the medium surrounding the nanoparticles [5] . Fivedimensional optical recording has been demonstrated based on the spectral and polarization properties of LSPR in recording media [6] . Plasmonic nanolithography has recently been developing with the experimental demonstration of 90 nm dot array patterns by silver nanoholes [7] , along with calculations of distinct patterns from a single lithographic mask of silver nanoparticles [8] . The LSPR is enhanced at the vicinity of the metallic nanoparticles and there is no need for the momentum adjustment which makes the LSPR of nanoparticles easily excitable by propagating waves, but the efficiency of the excitation of LSPRs on metal nanoparticles is limited even with tight focusing because the size of the nanoparticles is still much smaller than the focal spot.
Recently, many researches have been reported that light is plasmonically focused to nanoscale by the surface plasmons traveling metallic tip [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Novotny's group has proposed that a local excitation source is created by the initial waveguiding of radially polarized light in the metal-coated fiber tip; that source was used for near-field optical microscopy [14] . A nanofocused spot was generated by constructive interference of SPRs on the coaxial structure of metal surfaces or films irradiated with tightly focused radially polarized light [15] [16] [17] . Lezec et al. have shown that beaming of enhanced light transmission emerges from a nano-aperture in the groove structure of silver [18] . The groove structure at the exit side modifies the radiation pattern.
In this letter, we propose a LSPR light-harvesting method of converting the propagation mode of a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) into an LSPR via the Kretschmann configuration [19] . However, the efficiency of the excitation of LSPRs on metal nanoparticles is not high even with tight focusing because the size of the nanoparticles is still much smaller than the focal spot.
FDTD simulation
Figure 1(a) shows the proposed structure of our metal-coated axicon prism. It generates an enhanced spot at the apex by the localization of SPRs excited on the side surface of the axicon in the Kretschmann configuration. The SPRs are excited with a high coupling efficiency and are subsequently converted into LSPRs at the apex. The excitation mechanism and the localization of photons by the axicon prism are investigated using a finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) simulation. Figure 1(b) shows the design used for this purpose. The SPRs are excited at an incident wavelength of 632.8 nm in the gold of permittivity 10.97+1.35i [20] . The optimal thickness of the gold and the excitation angle in the Kretschmann configuration are 47.5 nm and 44.0 degrees, respectively. Therefore, the half-cone angle is determined as 46.0 degree. The radius of curvature of the apex of the prism is designed to 25 nm.
In the FDTD simulation, an adaptive mesh with grid sizes that vary between 1 and 10 nm is used to investigate the optical dynamics at the apex, while ensuring the calculations can be handled by the memory of the computer. A volume of 50 ×50 ×60 nm 3 represents the prism apex at the smallest grid size of 1 nm. The calculations extend over 2.4 ×2.4 ×1.4 μm 3 . A perfectly matched layer is assumed for the boundary conditions [21] . The mechanism of the plasmonic nanofocusing by the gold-coated axicon prism are investigated for radial, azimuthal, and linear optical polarizations. The enhancement and the spot size at the apex are also studied. Model of the device as simulated by an FDTD algorithm, for He-Ne laser excitation at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. A gold coating is used because of its chemical stability. The curvature at the apex corresponds to a diameter of 25 nm. The film thickness of gold and the half cone angle of axicon prism are determined to be mostly excited surface plasmons by normal incidence to the top surface of the prism.
Results and discussion
The intensity distribution at a vertical (x-z) cross section of the prism when a simulated Gaussian beam with radial polarization is incident on the prism is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Enhanced intensity is observed on the side of the prism and at the apex. All of the surface plasmons excited on the side are found to propagate in phase and constructively interfere at the apex. Despite radial polarization incidence which has non-zero electric field at the center, we see the strong intensity at the center inside the prism. This is because the reflection from the all direction of side surface in three-dimension is constructively interfered at the center. Figure 2 (b) presents a magnified view of the apex. A bright spot can be seen there. Figure  2(c) is the intensity distribution at a lateral (x-y) cross section 5 nm below the apex. The intensity profile across the center a-a' in Fig. 2(c) is plotted in panel (d) . The spot has a fullwidth-at-half-maximum of 35 nm and a peak intensity that is 1.2 ×10 2 times larger than at the apex.
The electric field is the most enhanced at the just below the apex, and the field exponentially decays with the distance. In these simulations, we meshed the size with 1 nm, therefore the field at 1 nm below the apex exhibits the most high intensity. However, we have applied 5 nm away from the apex due to the following reasons. (•) In the FDTD simulation, we see the unfavorable spikes in the spot where the plane at 0 -4 nm below the apex because of the strong fields are shown at the corner location of the apex which is caused by the simulation area is meshed with 1 nm grid. Gaussian spot is obtained at planes more than 5 nm away from the apex. ( ) Considering the applications of this technique to microscopy, we need a few nanometers distance between sample and the apex, so we assume the distance is 5nm.
Note that the monochrome scales are different in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . The scale in Fig.  2(a) has a peak saturation value of 5 to show the propagation mode of SPRs excited on the side surface. On the other hand, the scale in Fig. 2(b) has a peak saturation value of 50 to show the localization of photons at the apex.
We measured the polarization components of the electric field of the LSPRs for incident radial polarization. Figure 3(a) shows that the Ex component is enhanced near the apex of the prism but disappears at its exact center, whereas Fig. 3(b) shows that the Ez field is maximized at the center. Furthermore, the Ez peak intensity is 10 times higher than that of Ex. Thus the z-polarized component is dominant. The incident light has both Ex and Ey components but they are converted to an evanescent field with an Ez component, due to the excitation of surface plasmons.
We also investigated the intensity distributions for incident linear and azimuthal polarizations to understand the mechanisms of the excitation and localization of SPRs. Figure 4(a) shows the electric field distribution in a vertical cross section including the central prism axis for linearly polarized illumination. In this case, SPRs are excited on the sides of the axicon as radial polarization, but the spot is not localized at the apex. The inset of Fig. 4(a) shows the intensity distribution for a lateral cross section 5 nm below the apex. The line profile is the intensity distribution along the dashed line in the figure. In the case of azimuthally polarized excitation, SPRs are not excited and so there is no localization at the apex as shown in Fig.  4(b) . Thus, the nature of the incident polarization significantly affects the excitation of LSPRs at the apex. We conclude that the confined hot spot at the apex is generated by the conversion of LSPRs from SPRs excited by the Kretschmann configuration at the side surface. The combination of the radial polarization and the cone shape of the prism is necessary to excite SPRs, which propagate and are focused onto the apex. Then the enhanced spot is localized at the apex by the constructive interference of the focused SPRs.
In the FDTD simulations, the thickness of the gold film and the half-cone angle of the axicon prism are optimized for the incidence of collimated light to excite SPRs. There is some uncertainty in the optimum 47.5-nm value of the thickness due to the 10-nm grid size (limited by the computer memory), as shown in Fig. 5(a) . (Note however that the volume around the apex uses a fine 1-nm grid mesh, in order to accurately evaluate the localization of SPRs.) Figure 5 (b) shows the reflectance in the Kretschmann configuration as a function of the incident angle for various thicknesses of gold film near the optimum value. The reflectance has a minimum at an incident angle of 44.0 degrees for a thickness of 47.5 nm. So those values are the best coupling conditions for SPR excitation at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The excitation efficiency decreases by about 10% at 40 and 60 nm thicknesses. The grid size affects not only the thickness but also the roughness of the surface. In our simulations, a 1.2×10 2 field enhancement is obtained for incident radial polarization (with an uncertainty of less than 10%) and it is expected to be further enhanced if a finer mesh size is used. 
Conclusion
We have proposed an efficient LSPR excitation method for the localization of photons beyond the diffraction limit by converting the propagation mode of SPRs to LSPRs by using a goldcoated axicon prism. Radially polarized incident light excites SPRs at the surface of the prism and generates an enhanced spot confined within 35 nm of the apex for an incident wavelength of 632.8 nm. The Kretschmann configuration of the axicon is efficient for light harvesting excitation. The spot generated from a collimated Gaussian beam without use of a lens could be utilized as a nanometric light source for optical imaging, optical memory, and laser fabrication with nanoresolution.
